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Hello Council Members,
How is it fair for residents of a small residential community that is now
oversaturated with vacation rentals to have to be the ones to monitor the
dangerous and all too common disruptive behavior of vacation renters,
especially when they have been drinking and frequently are making too
large campfires within too close proximity to their residential neighbors
homes?
Is it fair that residential communities have to be plagued by disruptive
vacation renters on a continual basis?
Ask yourselves Council Members, is this jeopardizing the safety of
the residents who now have to be the ones to make a report and face
possible retaliation from the offending and many times drunk renter?
Especially for our smaller communities who are located several miles
from law enforcement.
Do you care?
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Vacation Rental Owners and managers should be aware that their renters
in the absence of supervision do not always follow the rules.
Is it fair that the rental management company and mostly out of town
vacation rental owners reap the financial reward at the full time residents
expense for the residents having to continuously monitor the disruptive
behavior of vacation renters??
For their own safety.
How is this fair?
Our parks have Park Rangers who are paid to monitor and enforce safe
behavior of campers and vacationers.
Vacation rentals used to be located in campgrounds that were commonly
designated for campers and vacationers and they should now not be
located in residential communities.How is this continually disruptive
behavior from renters improving a residential neighborhood?
This is why so many of us who live next door to vacation rentals are
angry.
Who is looking out for our communities and our safety?
Vacation Rentals in residential communities are NOT creating a safer
community.Too many times, too many strange people are there to
party with little accountability in a residential community.
This is not fair.
Annie Crane
Sea Acre, Orcas Island
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